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13reitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
-" .-- -- ---- - " - *-  - 1-1--- ---" 

To: 

Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRWIXPR ~j.vollmuth@keesler.af.mil] 

Tuesday, June 14,2005 4:42 PM 

'Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC' 

Subject: FW: BRAC Question Clairification. 

Attachments: Re: BRAC Questian Clairificatio~ 

Justin, 
Sorry i t  took so long to get an answer t o  your two questtons. 
The attachment addresses both questions. 

LLMUTH. GS-12, DAF 

FAX 7-8096 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Laffey Thomas M LtCol SAF/iEBJ [mailto:Thomas.Laffey@pentagon.af.milj 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14,2005 3:29 PM 
To: Vollmuth James 1 Civ 81 TRWIXPR; Diamond Keven B LtCol AETCIXPPB; SAF/IEBB Workflow; SAF/IEBJ Workflow 
Cc: Shifflett Darlene Civ SAFIIEBJ; Hamilton Mark Col AFISGE 
Subject: RE: BRAC Question Clairification. 

AETC BRAC Desk and Mr Vollmuth, 

Please see the clarification from the Med JCSG. They have confirmed that the information I provided in 
the cobra files listed below is correct: 

There is only one Recommedation that impacts Keesler AFB. It is Med-0054R, Convert Inpatient 
Sentices to Clinics. Per the Cobra file of 20 May 05, the CR impacts Keelser by a net loss of 212 
MiVCiv authorizations. 

See the attached e-mail from the Med JCSG. 

DCN 12577
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TYOMAS M. LAFFEY, Lt Col, USAF 
Air Force BRAC - JCSG Division 

/IEBJ 703-614-70 12 

-----Original Message----- 
Fmm: Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRWIXPR 
Sent: Monday, June 13,2005 7:15 PM 
To: Laffey Thomas M LtCol SAFIIEBJ; Diamond Keven B LtCol AETC/XPPB; SAFIIEBB Workflow; SAFIIEBJ Workflow 
Cc: Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRWIXPR; Shifflett Darlene Civ SAFIIEBB 
Subject: RE: BRAC Question Clairification. 

Lt Col Laff  ey, 
The original question is on Keesler AFB Med Center Real~gnment. The information being questions is from the 
BRAC report listed below. Keesler information is on page fourteen and shown below. 
My question is can we answer this directly t o  Admiral Gehman's staff member or does it need to go through 
AETC , etc. 
The figure must have come from our Data Calls, but I can't be certain. Any information you might provide will be 
appreciated. 
Thank you. 

BRAC 2005 Cfosute and RsaNgnment Impact# byr 

Also, I just received t h ~ s  query from the  Mr. Justin Breitschopf on Admiral Gehman's staff .  

The Question: 

I r m T E 3  
arlininl) Can you please send me a ~ ~ 3 -  I-!'' 

lllSlGNEDlll 
JAMES J.  VOLLMUTII. GS-12, DAf 
8 1 TRWIXPR 
597-434 1 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Laffey Thomas M LtCol SAFIIEBJ [mailto:Thomas.Laffey@pentagon.af.mil] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 5:20 PM 
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' To: Diamond Keven B LtCol AFTCIXPPB; SAFJIEBB Workflow; SAFIIEBJ Workflow 

Cc: Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRWIXPR; Shifflett Darlene Civ SAFJIEBB 
Subject: RE: BRAC Question Clairification. 

Illr) Need a little bit of clarification. What Recommendation and AF Installation is being referred to? 

I'm assuming Keesler AFB based on the reference below. 

There is only one Recommedation that impacts Keesler AFB. It is Med-0054R, Convert 
Inpatient Services to Clinics. Per the Cobra file of 20 May 05, the CR impacts Keelser by a net 
loss of 21 2 MillCiv authorizations. 
This CR may have some contractor loss impact as well, which we can also validate for you. 

Please confirm the CR and we will provide additional info tomorrow. Thx, - TL 

THOMAS M. LAFI:EY, 1.t Col, CJSAF 
Chief, Air Force RRAC' - JC'SC; Division 
SAFIIEBJ 703-614-701 2 

-----Original Message----- 

w From: Diamond Keven B LtCol AETCJXPPB 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 6:10 PM 
To: Laffey Thomas M LtCol SAFJIEBJ; SAFJIEBB Workflow; SAFIIEBJ Workflow 
Cc: Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRW/XPR 
Subject: FW: BRAC Question Clairification. 
Importance: High 

Please see query below (In regards to the 190 contractors, first is this a valid count? Secondly, What - 
services do these contractors provide?) 
from BRAC Commission staff. We have no way of answering this question. We didn't do any of the 
analysis, so we don't know where the personnel numbers come from. 

Please advise on how to respond. 

Thanks. 

Keven B. Diamond, Lt Cot, USAF 
HQ AETCIXPPB 
DSN 487-3394 
Comm 21 0-652-3394 

,--- -- -"- -- 

From: Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRWJXPR [mailto:~j.vollmuth@kees~er.af.mi~] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 4:53 PM 
To: Diamond Keven B LtCol AETCJXPPB 
Subject: FW: BRAC Question Clairification. 
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I Keven , 
See email below. Question from Justin Breitschopf, one of the BRAC Analysts who is coming here 15 
Jun in advance of BRAC Commissioner Admiral Gehman's visit on 16 Jun. The question is on 
information given in one of the BRAC reports. Can we answer this directly? Should he be coming 
through AETC. 

lllSlGNEDlll 
JAMFS .I V 0 1  1 MIJ  I I t .  (iC-13, I)AI 
81 I'RW XPR 
597-411 1 

FAX 7-8096 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC [mailto:Justin.Breitschopf@wso.whs.mil] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 4:40 PM 
To: 'Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRW/XPR1 
Subject: BKAC Question Clairification. 

JJ, 

Please vis~t our BRAC webs~te at the following 
link: http://www brac.gov/docslAppendixCF~nalUpdated.pdf Keesler is on page C-14. This is taken directly 
from the DoD list 

Thanks, 

Justin Breitschopf 

From: Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRWIXPR [mailto:jj.vollmuth@keesler.af.mil] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 5:20 PM 
To: 'Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC' 
Subject: RE: Local Weather 

Justin. 
You have me a t  a disadvantage. I don't know anything about 190 contractors. Where does that  come 
from? 
JJ 

lllSlGNEDlll 
JAMFT I \ / 0 1  1 21U 1 1  1, (IN-12. IIAl- 
X I  I KW XI'K 
597-434 1 
F A X  7-8096 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC [mailto:Justin.Breitschopf@wso.whs.mil] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 4:17 PM 
To: 'Vollmuth James J Civ 81 TRW/XPR1 
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Subject: RE: Local Weather 
Importance: High 

JJ, 

I have an additional question: 

In regards to the 100 contractors, first is this a valid count? Secondly, What services do 
these contractors provide'? 

Thank you. 

Respectfully, 

Justin Hreitschopf 

Analyst, 
Air Force Team 
Defense Rase Closure and Realignment Colnlnission 
252 1 South Clark Street 
Arlington, VA 22202 
Main Line: (703) 699-2950 



Document Separator 
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From: Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Sent: Tuesday, May 31,2005 6:47 AM 

To: Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: Turner Trip Comments #I KC-STL-Ft Knox 

Bob: You might want to take the lead using marilyn with input from Gary and Dave to get back to SET 

1. DFAS Leased Space: Can I assume that the Denver, Indianapolis, and Columbus DFAS are located in non-leased 
buildings? It puzzles me why the St. Louis DFAS complex in particular (Level 4 ATEP and Level 1 building quality) would 
be closed, other than it occupies leased space. 
It also puzzles me that the services would be thrilled about losing their service-specific DFAS, unless, the remaining 3 DFAS 
retain a service-specific focus. 
This type question kept coming up: "Why is DOD1s desire to shift cost to the GSA by moving out of leased space a good 
reason to upset the lives of loyal workers?" I had the impression in Kansas City from GSA rep that they would likely dump 
that building if DFAS moves out vs. put money into it to meet the ATffP standards if their big tenant leaves, further 
depressing the local economy. 
2. HRC-STL: The HRC-STL is also puzzling to me. This is an excellent building, albeit leased. 
Given that the commanding General at Arlington DFAS seems to have intended to move most of Arlington and all of HRC- 
Indianapolis to HRC-St Louis, helthe Army must have thought that was a good idea pre-BRAC. The proximity to the 
records archives should be mission-positive but apparently not. 
Regarding the IT issues. At Ft. Knox, I asked the postlgarrison commander about trunk lines and he said "No problem". He 
pointed out an attractive multi-story complex that might become the new HRC home. 

3. Ft Knox - Medical: Medical downsizing at Ft. Knox raises some issues. '&k ami&~$ kbmke1fw$1i'"1'dkueikth * 
m e .  The closest OB care is a hike. The road we took back to the 

airport is, in part, the road to the OB hospital and I found it a very uncomfortable ride, especially for a woman in labor and 
more so if there is a traffic accident on the Interstate. 
Unless the manpower standards have changed, OB deliveries would not be covered under the ambulatory care standard when 
inpatient services close. Given that a new infantry battalion will bring in lots of young permanent party (read babies), the OB 
rate could go up from the present 40/mo. The TriCare 40 mile radius could be an issue because young families tend to live in 
the opposite direction from the civilian hospital. 
I asked if they had considered a "Birthing Center" concept with their OB docs and midwives for normal pregnancies. Even 
though usual the OB stay is 2 days, a 23 hour stay might do (especially if the midwives did home visits) and might be 
allowable under the amb care standard as it's less than a 24 hr inpatient day. Even ERs are allowed to extend the 23 
hr stay to a 48 hour stay for extreme/unusual circumstances, so the thought had occurred to them but no one knew the 
answer. I asked them to pass any new information along that could help OB needs at Ft Knox and elsewhere where similar 
populations and issues exist. Disclaimer: I am in no way a manpower standard expert! 

Medical Response: I asked Gen Taylor at the Medical JCSG presentation ~ 6 * $ t W & ~ f c t m f i c ; r g e a i ~  ~ ~ l d  ' 
.He gave me a lukewarm 
I Trauma would no longer 

be a stone's throw away. While trainee deaths are uncommon, things like rapid responses to heat stroke, for example, must 
be taken seriously. It seems like most basic training centers are reducing their hospital capabilities. What's the alternative for 
ER care? 
At Ft Knox, we were told the "air ambulance choppers" are in large part deployed and not always readily available to 
transport to local hospitals (which are not all that close). 

5. Ft Knox MilCon: Mil Con needs were identified to build out the in-coming Infantry Brigade Combat Team (IBCT) 
footprint, perhaps 1.5 x current 100M. Transition from trainee to permanent party requires conversion of open bay barracks 
to 1+1 barracks. 
The Regional Correctional Facility (scheduled to close) is partially condemned already. They need to fixirepair now or 
move 175 avg inmates now and Ft Leavenworth is already packed. I didn't see it but I believe Mr. Skinner did and he 
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may have comments. 

6. DFAS-STL: CDOIM is a one-of-a-kind, trouble-shooting technical support team for the SOMARDS. Half of the team 
resides at Rock Island DFAS. Any idea where these legacy talents will end up? Hopefully, it's together. Until SOMARDS 
is replaced, this group has the only legacy talent to do the job. 

That's about it for now. 
SET 



Mandzia, Lesia, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: Mandzia, Lesia, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Wednesday, June 01,2005 7:29 PM 
To: Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: RE: Responses to Commission Turner 

I added the changes. 

- - - - -  Original Message----- 
From: Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 7:19 PM 
To: Mandzia, Lesia, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: Responses to Commission Turner 

Forwarding the Fort Know paper. Simply e-mail it back when you're comfortable with it (and 
you think I'd also be comfortable with it). Thanks 

Responses to Commission Turnerns Concerns from site visits to DFAS Kansas City, MO, DFAS 
St. Louis, MO, Army Resources Command, St. Louis and Fort Knox, KY 

Defense Finance and Accounting Service 

1. Are DFAS Denver, DFAS Indianapolis, and DFAS Columbus located in non-leased 
buildings? 

Answer: DFAS Denver and DFAS Columbus are located on military sites while DFAS 
Indianapolis is located in a Federal building operated by GSA. While we are pretty 
comfortable in assuming that DFAS Denver and DFAS Columbus meet DoD3s force protection 
standards, we are not totally sure, at this point, about DFAS Indianapolis. The analyst 
in charge of DFASUMarilyn Wasleskiflplans on making site visits to each of these sites and 
will be obtaining DoDns vulnerability assessment on each of these sites. 

2. Why would DFAS close a site, such as the one at St. Louis, which is in a complex 
that meets DoD force protection standards and is a Tier 1 GSA building, other than it 
occupies leased space? Why is DOD1s desire to shift cost to the GSA by moving out of 
leased space a good reason to upset the lives of loyal workers? 

Answer: While the job disruption will take place, the move is part of the planned merger 
of 26 DFAS locations into 3 locations. So, while, the DFAS site in St. Louis meets DODGs 
force protection standards,and is a Tier 1 GSA facility, DFAS wants to reduce its excess 
infrastructure (43% administrative space and 69% warehouse space) by reducing to the 
smallest number of sites possible while maintaining strategic redundancy. This will allow 
them to take advantage of economies of scale and synergistic efficiencies. DFAS is a 
working capital fund acti~ity~meaning that the customer pays them for their services. 
Therefore, if they can reduce their overall costs, this will reduce the cost to the 
customer and save money for DoD, as well as the taxpayer. Efficiency gains from this 
consolidation plus planned program reductions due to efficiency gains from improvements to 
their IT systems is allowing DFAS to reduce its total workforce from about 13,000 
employees today to 10,000 or less by 2011 or sooner. 



The Director of DFAS did state, however, that there will be challenges to overcome in the 
consolidation effort such as being able to transition the work without any disruption to 
the customer. He said that the risk mitigation issues they are thinking about are 
allowing people to tele-work and setting up tiger teams that could work at one of the 
three sites until the workforce has been stabilized. The DFAS Director also said that 
everyone will be offered a job that is willing to move to one of the three designated 
locations a job. 

3. Are the services concerned about losing their service-specific DFAS sites? Will 
the other three DFAS sites be service-specific focus? 

Answer: DFASUs i s  c u r r e n t l y  rev iewing  whether o r  n o t  t h e y  need t o  c o n t i n u e  t o  have a  
service specific focus after the consolidation. While current plans are to have a common 
p a y  systemCjDIHMERS--this w i l l  n o t  be  t r u e  f o r  t h e  s e r v i c e s r ~  a c c o u n t i n g  s y s t e m s .  The 
services will continue to maintain their unique accounting systems. DFAS will therefore 
have people dedicated to each of the services at the three locations. Once the transition 
is completed (and hopefully during the transition), the change should be seamless to the 
customer. 

4 .  I had the impression in Kansas City from GSA rep that they would likely dump that 
building if DFAS moves out vs. put money into it to meet the AT/FP standards if their big 
tenant leaves, further depressing the local economy? 

Answer: In Kansas City, the GSA representative said that the complex that DFAS is located 
on is a Tier 3. This means that the money GSA receives from its tenants located on that 
facility does not cover the total needs to run that facility or provide funds for 
reinvestment needs. The GSA representative stated that because the Department of Energy 
(DOE) is located right next door to the DFAS building it would be very difficult to sell 
that part of the facility. They would have to be very cautious of who would either rent 
t h a t  s p a c e  o r  buy t h e  f a c i l i t y  because  of DOEk s e c u r i t y  concerns .  W e  p l a n  on g e t t i n g  a  
b r i e f i n g  from a  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  from GSA t o  g a t h e r  i n f o r m a t i o n  on how DoDCs o v e r a l l  exodus  
from GSA leased space will affect them. 

5. DFAS-STL: CDOIM is a one-of-a-kind, trouble-shooting technical support team for 
the SOMARDS. Half of the team resides at Rock Island DFAS. Any idea where these legacy 
talents will end up? Hopefully, it is together. Until SOMARDS is replaced, this group has 
the only legacy talent to do the job. 

Answer: The Director of DFAS, said that he believed that finding someone to support this 
legacy system would not be a problem when the functions are consolidated. DFAS experienced 
the same issue under the initial consolidation and creation of the agency in the early 
1990s. However, a DFAS official acknowledged that there will be challenges. The plans 
are to replace SOMARDS with an off-the-shelf system. The timing of when the new system 
will be onboard are unknown at this time. 



Army Human Resources Command 

1. The HRC-STL is in an excellent building, albeit leased. Given that the commanding 
General at Arlington pre-BRAC seems to have intended to move most of Arlington and all of 
HRC-Indianapolis to HRC-St Louis, he/the Army must have thought that was a good idea. The 
proximity to the records archives should be mission-positive but apparently not. 

Answer: The analyst in charge will be visiting the ArmyOs Human Resources Command office 
in Alexandria, VA on 22 June (tentatively) and will pose the question about the mission 
link to the proximity to the record archives at that time. 

Although the savings to DoD resulting from moving out of leased space is apparent, that 
value may be diminished. This is because the command is located in a GSA-owned building 
that while moving out of the building and moving to a DoD-owned facility may eventually 
reduce the cost to DoD, it does not reduce the total cost to the government. 

However, the leading reason for this move is the command wants to consolidate its three 
separate locations and functions into one site at Ft Knox. It could be argued that since 
St. Louis has room and meets DODOS force protection standards that consolidation could be 
accomplished there instead of Ft. Knox thereby avoiding disruption to about 40% of the 
workforce. We will do a COBRA run to determine if it is less costly to consolidate to St. 
Louis . 

Medical 

1. What will downsizing the medical center or hospital to an ambulance care clinic do to 
08 and ER coverage? 

Answer: We will be looking into what affect moving inpatient services from the nine 
locations listed in recommendation Med fl 12 will have on the current and potentially 
future population at those sites, and the types of services that are likely to be needed 
by that population. We will check on whether the influx of the new infantry battalion at 

3 



Fort Knox was factored into the recommendation. 

The issues you raise about access to obstetric care at Fort Knox and timely access to a 
community facility with the capability to deliver babies were similar, in part, to issues 
discussed during the Cherry Point, NC staff visit. Presently, Cherry Point like Fort Knox 
delivers 30 to 40 babies/month. Cherry PointOs deliveries constitute 90% of its inpatient 
services. The plan at Cherry Point is to move those services to the two community 
hospitals. However, it is unclear at this time whether those facilities will accept the 
TRICARE reimbursement rate. Therefore, we plan to discuss with the TRICARE administrators 
issues such as whether local hospitals can provide the needed inpatient medical care that 
is being shifted to the civilian network, whether those facilities will accept the TRICARE 
reimbursement rate for those services and, if not, how DOD and TRICARE will provide the 
needed services. 

Finally, we will review what data was used in the COBRA analysis for this recommendation 
to determine how the TRICARE costs were calculated. 

With regard to ER service, we are asking the locations that are realigning their inpatient 
services how much of their inpatient care comes through the emergency room and the types 
of cases. I believe that will provide information on the population using the ER, for 
example whether the cases are mostly active duty members or retirees. If they 
predominantly provide ER services to active duty members then the issue, as you stated, as 
to what level of emergency care would be available for trainees at the clinic/ambulatory 
care center should be closely reviewed to determine what procedures are in place to 
provide emergency services. 
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Mandzia, Lesia, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Sent: Friday, June 03, 2005 3:44 PM 

To: Mandzia, Lesia, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: FW: Questions - St LouisIKansas CityIFort Knox 

Lesia 
Note from SET, look at them and answer her directly if you think it appropriate. Thanks for your help on her 
previous missive. 
Bob 

From: Sue E. Turner [mailto:BGTumer@sabc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 02,2005 8: 12 PM 
To: Gmk, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Cc: Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Wasleski, Marilyn, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject. Re: Questions - St Louis/Kansas CitylFott Knox 

Bob: 
Thanks for the replies to my observations and questions. I found the explanations fme. 

Since more inquiries will be made, here is some additional commentary regarding the medical issues: 

a. Most places, the ER is little more than a "sick call" and dependents, not retirees or civilians, would be the big users. 
Exceptions would be the BAMCs and other Level 1 Trauma Centers who do accept civilian emergencies and admit them. 
Routine ER visits probably don't generate that much in-patient unless unconscious or they go to surgery. 

b. If the baselpost has some daytime emergency response capability and has appropriate transport to a nearby off-baselpost 
ER facility if necessary, I am OK with that. Many places do fine without a 24-hr ER function and always have. It makes little 
sense to staff up a full-fledged 24-hr ER if there is no real need, if it would be abused for non-emergent care, and if it's 
available in the nearby community. However, if there is no ER where there are lots of potential disasters waiting to happen 
(trainees), then there has to be something in place and readily available to handle it quickly. This might well be imbedded 
El -'sfNavy corpsmen supplemented by choppers. 

OB iasue is another matter altogether. Tricare reimbursement is a huge issue everywhere, I believe the Ft Knox hosp 
' commander said there was one civilian OB willing to take patients. In any case, we want to insure good OB guys are 

taking the business. That's why I hope they consider a birthing center concept for normal deliveries with ambulatory care 
clinics (ACC). They'd still need some civilian OB backup to houseldeliver complicated OB cases. 

other question to ask the Tricm folks is how the "40 miles away from the hospital rule" is generally applied for Tricare. 
the "distance from the base to the OB hospital" is how miles are calculated to determine safe coverage for an OB case, 4 what about the mom who lives 20 miles fbrther out on the opposite side of the base who now has 60 miles to go to get there? 

I realize this is not an easy issue to figure out, but hopefully people will remember that things can go south very fast when 
OB problems develop and time is critical. 

Good luck in the further quest for answers! 

Sue 

- Original Message - 
From: Cook, Robert, CIV. WSO-BRAC 
To: 'BGTumer@satx.rr.com' 
Cc: Cirillo. Frank. CIV, WSO-BRAC ; Wasleski, Marilyn. CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2005 5:42 PM 
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Subject: Questions - St LouisIKansas CityIFort Knox 

General Turner 

I'm attaching responses to the questions which resulted from your trip to MO and KY. If any answers 
require elaboration or further research, please let me know. Portions of your comments will be 
included in the Base Visit Report which Marilyn will forward to you shortly for review and 
concurrence. 

Thanks for the kind words about Marilyn, we in R&A couldn't agree more. I passed your note to both 
Charlie and Marilyn. 

<<Responses to Commissioner Turner.doc>> 
VR 

Bob Cook 
Deputy Director, Review and Analysis 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 


